
Democracy, “OUR AGREEMENT as a people”;  called the constitution; as
is built upon the declaration of independence and the bill of rights: IS OUR
GOVERNMENT!  NO EMPLOYEE is sovereign or immune to its law.

REDRESS confiscates power, killing pride: by returning that power to
the people. “Who wants that”?    IT IS TIME, “to govern ourselves/ by the laws
we create,  the foundations we establish, and the democracy we prove is in fact:      
 WE THE PEOPLE. That begins and ends with redress/ because it is the only
way; apart from civil war:    TO RE-ESTABLISH  DEMOCRACY!    Choose war,
and you will lose everything.  Choose nothing, and every threat of extinction will
prove true.  REALITY SAYS:   use redress, as the constitutional law which
demands an accounting/ the correlation of facts/ the investigation of truth: and the
foundation of ownership which is the demand called “DEMOCRACY
ENFORCED”.

“We own this nation, by the laws we create for ourselves/ and enforce under
our constitution:   the agreement, which built this nation”.  The reality, which gave
men and women, the hope, and the sacrifice;   to be killed/ mutilated/ or forced
from their lives, by war FOR THIS SINGULAR PURPOSE CALLED
FREEDOM.  Our freedom is stolen/ because they took our working lives, and
called it money.  By making us numbers, they could control: they then made a
fantasy and a delusion out of images, called “the dollar bill”.   Or more simply: the
printed numbers (dollars), not the worker/ now controls society.  That makes us
slaves: because the numbers (dollars) have absolutely no correlation with facts or
realities of life and living OR resources. The money, is A LIE!  There is NO
capitalism here/ just anarchy that begins with stealing the money, by printing
numbers/ a complete tyranny. And by the advent of politicians making a NEW
law: S. 1867  which takes away DUE PROCESS, making the few:   DICTATORS
over us. That is criminal seizure of our democracy by tyrants; and it is absolutely
illegal, by constitutional law. 

 DEMANDING REDRESS:   YOU SHALL INVESTIGATE AND
DETERMINE THE TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUTH, AND NOTHING BUT THE
TRUTH.  It’s the law! Because the law IS A GREATER ARMY, than a gun!  

The purpose here, is called democracy, we rule ourselves by law”!
Or more simply: ain’t no man or woman allowed to claim sovereignty over, OR
immunity from, constitutional law.  NOBODY!  The constitution rules over
society, by its sovereignty over us all.  WE THE PEOPLE:  ARE OWNERS, not
our employees.   WE have the right to decide, the debt/ the future/ the removal of
threat/ for or against world law/ and when we will go to war.  We have the right to
change our government, under constitutional direction and law.  We own the



resources, and we decide what capitalism is/ ownership of property, by limits/ the
standards placed upon money and credit:  and YOU, the employee: shall present at
our demand;  accountability through redress, the legal demand as owners to know:
THE TRUTH/ an investigation by law. 

We the people, fighting for ourselves/ our democracy/ and our government:
identifies,  Our government, IS: THE AGREEMENT WE MADE TO
BECOME A NATION!  The oath we enforce, is our right.

YOU ARE NOT A BYSTANDER/ YOU, are a participant in what our
future can or will become.

So then lets begin with the simple truth: that numbers are the biggest liars of
all.  In terms of currency/ it is the numbers that make people rich or poor;
regardless of their work, time, or life.  When the numbers are not attached to
something specific so that everyone knows, “where they stand”/   THE LIARS,
CHEATS, AND THIEVES RULE.  According to the federal reserve (July 2011):
there are 154 trillion dollars in assets in America; “311 million people”/ divided
equally we all get $495,000.00.   Got yours?   What it means in real life is: that
while a few kept printing themselves more FREE MONEY/ we the people got
nothing. Hidden, it was called a debt/ so that everything seemed stable to the
masses: while the few stole everything they could get (with their new free
numbers): currency not tied to reality or truth.  SOMEBODY HAS
POSSESSION OF ALL THESE NUMBERS. It makes you slave.

 I REMIND YOU OF THIS;   that by current figures in reality, as 7 billion
people on this earth/ we now represent roughly one person, standing on top of
every single acre of growing earth on this planet.  And that acre must provide for
every living thing that is here with us, including our oxygen content in air. 
Beyond that acre: all we have is the ocean/ which is under extreme attack and
near collapse from human failures.  Therefore: go measure out,  one acre of
ground, and know THIS IS WHAT KEEPS YOU ALIVE!    Then consider, every
week we grow by 2 million more mouths to feed: and answer the question, SINCE
WE HAVE NOWHERE to run or hide.  WHAT are you going to do about it? Fail
to allow truth to decide, and there will be failure, and war.  HELL, come true.

The most critical truth of democracy is NOT a vote.  The most critical truth
of democracy IS, “AN OATH”.  Because an oath of office is the difference
between hiring an employee who agrees:   I SHALL DO as the oath says/ or be
dragged out from behind the protections, privileges, and immunities of the office,
to stand trial.   Without an oath, you hire a ruler/ and he or she does as they wish;
declaring themselves exempt from your authority as we the people. 

By vote, WE DO decide the future for ourselves/ when that vote is governed
by reality and wisdom, we gain...manipulated we lose.



The foundation presented to you here:  I demand constitutional law,
& your courtrooms,  your hired thugs;  refuse.  I demand protection of the people/
life/ nation/ world/ water/ oxygen/ food/ and every other threat that can and will
make us extinct:  if we the people refuse to acknowledge this need.  I demand that
absolute insanity at such levels:  this entire world can be destroyed by
experimentation with:  fusion fire/ by the recreation of "the big bang"/ or by
constant and continual mutilation as is genetic crucifixion of life by scientists
playing god; shall stop.  "There is no going back";  we CANNOT be wrong/
nature is, “the genetic code”.  Denied. US supreme court trial 08-1339 demands; 
"accountability in government" the truth regarding our financial statement as a
nation, and redress which means we the people shall now decide.  Denied.  US
supreme court trial 11-100 demands all these threats shall be reviewed by the
people/ you cannot gamble with their lives without their consent.  Denied. 
Federal trial demands:  the  legal  boundaries and limits between where
democracy itself rules/ and where money is allowed to decide:  by redress, the
people themselves shall choose.  Denied.   OR, The people SHALL NOT be freed
by their democracy, to choose for themselves .

  You cannot have democracy back, unless you LEGALLY fight for it. . 
NOT “your way/ not my way/ NOT their way” but OUR WAY, AS A NATION.
Redress, is the collection of evidence/ to prove a declared truth is real: and the
foundation of WE THE PEOPLE as owners, TO decide for ourselves, is real. 
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